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Faculty Staff Administration
Never Before.. Never Again
Will there be another time where friendships can
Sports
blossom lessons will be taught some learned
not time where you can lay awake in bed
at night and talk for hours giggling crying
chatting to person you feel like you have known
forever but only just met freshman year Through
Clubs Activities our years at Beaver our lives have all changed We
have become scientists teachers psychologists
computer technicians and programmers writers
healers business head and so much more We
have found home at Beaver College Never
Seniors
before has class witnessed so much change in so
72 little time From the new Dining Facilities to
Murphy Dance memories we as class under
stand the benefit of change Although our time
here at Beaver is up it will always remain in our
hearts Keep reaching for the stars This is only the
beginning ot your future
Another turning poiii firk stuck in f/ic road Time grabs
you by t/ie wrist directs you where to go So make the lesf of
this test and dont ask why Its not question but lesson
learned in time Its something unpredictable but in fhe end
is right hope you had the time of your lift So fake
photographs and stilifranies in your mind Hang it on shelf
of good health and good time Taftoos of memories and dead
skii on trial For what its worth it was zvorth all f/ic while
hope you had f/ic time of i/our lift Green Day
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Chanin brings the ball up the field Jamie outruns the other team and sets the teai
up for win
The vomens soccer team had their best season vet this ear Never before has there been team that has
worked so hard to achieve their season goals This years team went all the way Congrats girls Above
The team wams up betorc game
24
that has Kristen gives the ball her best shot \ak-li out for \lclka as hv puts
hove tlit hail intO plaV
The team warms up bctorc the game Ielltnv college students show their support and appreciation towards
the women as they iec the championship title
theteam
25
The womens field lmckev teaii had great season with new coach and some hew outlIk Never
Above le
again iIl they play on their field NL\t yers teani looks forwrd to nev field A1vavs the team
vorked hard to prove that hockey isnt just for bov anymore Air The team captialm mnd seniors
\ngic AIlui Sue and Jen Btlou itt The teaii pa.ts on the castle stair. Below right Tova gets read
to ti
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Above tf The team works together to keep the ball on
the other side ot the net
Nancy takes her time and et the hail to teammate
Get ready here comes the hail
Kristen taps the hail over the net
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The Sviiii tc.ii nevcr bctri had such an anazing turn out Viv to go tean iloze Thc tcai takes time
out tO p.e or pic after niatch Ftot Ittt liii backstroke gcts us oni length ahead is/i Ready
st \nd the arc
Abovc kit Corning in for tag up Diving into ton
oniing up for air
r1
Diving into fun
31

FT
hing and
Below
Great dcfcnse Bob tako out tho other team
Heads up for the rebound Darre makes shot
33



Above left Pete Terry warms up before the game Above rig/it Cory is prepared for the double play tag
Above left Zach waits for the play at first Above right Pete gets ready to throw the pitch
xeter
up to
hat
ns from
37
WOMENS The Tennis team played their last season on the old tennis courts this year As always the team playedwith all their heart lictured above is the tennis team after long hard practice Below left Get ready to
hit the ball 13tZL ri\ht Taking s\vi ng
TTl
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Aboe left \ict follow through Aloe riht Therc that backhand
Aloc left All smiles Alve nht \ice hit
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Track is more than just running This years Track Team may have been vrv crious sport but this
team knows how to make hard work fun Pictured tthote The team looks like they are always having fun
dont they Below left The track team on the run Below rt\hf The rewards of hard work
40
The team hanging out before the race Above rig/i Crossing the finish line
Aliove left Keep on moving What motivation Abozc rig/if Look at our tough track boys
41
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ElliptyBowl
Every year Beaver College
hosts the Empty Bowl Dinner
This charitable event raises
money for the hungry The art
students of the college as well
as the surrounding high
schools and elementry schools
create bowls and donate them
to the event This ears
dinner was success as
always
Eve
bo
Pictured The bowls that students have to select from at the Empty Bowl Dinner What tough choices Student bowls on display
Even younglns pitch in to stop hunger Dont Jon and John make support look yummy Froud bowl o\vnlr Even thy most unusual looking
bowls get selected
tcLV
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.May your wishes all conic true
May you always do for others
nod let others do for you
Mai you build ladder to the skit
and climb on ezer/ rung
Mni you stay forever young
Forever young forever young
Mai /O1 stni forever yoinig
tJt
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Mai you grow up to be righteous
Mai you grow up to be true
May you always know the truth
and see the lights surrounding you
May you always be courageous
stand upright and be strong
May you stay forever young
Forever young frevtr young
May you stay forever young
Bob Dylan
Mr Beaver is one of the most unfor
gettable nights that any student will
ever experience at Beaver College It
is time to be silly time to work
hard build friendships and hail
community time to step out of
yourself and be someone you are not
Never before has an event on cam
pus brought so many students
together to have such good time
This year Mr Beaver turns 20 And
the winner is.. Ru Paul
Ir Beayer 1999
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11TT Halloween 1999
Flalloween is extra .carv at the
Flaunted Grey Towers Castle
But the students here know
how to party even when they
are creeped out
Beaver College angels
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When you dream what do you dream about
Do toii dream about music or mathematics
or planets to far from the eye
Do iot dream about Jesus or qunutum mechanics
or anctls ZLho sing lullabies
When von dream what do iou dream about
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When you drean what do you dream about
Are tlzei color or black and white
Yiddish or English or languages not yet conceived
With so little experience
i/our mind not i/ct co\niant
art you beyond your few dats
When iron dream what do you dream about
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BareNaked Ladies
This year the Beaver College
faculty staff and administra
tion decided to have some
fun and bring students
together at the same time So
they decided to put on
Town Farce The faculty staff
and administrators had
blast making fun of them-
selves and students as well
as current events in the
world To top the night off
there was dancing by the cast
and trip back in time with
finale straight from the
sixties It c-Is side of the
staff that many students have
never before seen and it was
worth the laughs
Beaver Town farce
The faculty gcts goofy Do you recognize these out-of-character people
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What were they thinking Letting Iooe at the town farce
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IIIY0ii212 /999 SimplyElegant
This years Cotillion was
moved to the Dining Facility
in order to accomodate the
crowd Never before has this
dance been held anywhere
but the Castle However
there will never be another
class that can say that they
saw the dining hall trans
formed into Simple Elegance
Everyone who attended the dancc was all smiles All dressed up doesnt everyone look nice
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Crowned Queen Melissa Thomas with King
Dave Bruno surprised at all
Friendly faces cilehratc and reIa at the Cotillion time to party instead of studving
59
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LIp STI1c 99
aun Pacheco and his group stay in character for winning pose Bobbie Horvath plays perfect bride Oh Mv God Its the Spice Girls
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The Student Government is not all
work This group not univ helps
develop and support groups on
campus it becomes family Never
before has this group had so much
fun
cc Girls
sG0 gOotifl around Nc\t cars board being sworn in at the awards ceremony
61
STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING
Students Against Drunk Driving
hosts Ghost Out Day to help remem
ber all those who have died or
suffered at the hands of drunk
drivers
Members of the SADD organiztion work to remind students not to drink and drive
62
Students participate in the very special event known as Ghost Out Din/
drl\L
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These are the days youll remember Never Before and Never Since promise
will the whole world be warm as
this And as you feel it youll know its true that you are blessed
and lucky Its true that you are touched by something
that will grow and bloom in you These are the days youll remember
When May is rushing over you with desire to be
part of the miracles you see in every hour Youll know its true
that you are blessed and lucky Its true that you are
touched by something that will grow and bloom in you
These are the days you might fill with laughter until you break These days you might
feel shaft of light make its
way across your face And when you do youll know
how it was meant to be See the signs and know their meaning
Its true youll know how it was meant to be Hear the signs and know theyre speaking
to you to you -10000
Maniacs
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Major Chemistry
Activities Radio station Audio Coordinator for SPB American
Chemical Society
Special thanks Special thanks to my Mom and Dad and Michael
Thanks to all my roommates Dirty NA Shaun ED Eric Ken John
Jon Shawa and Kevin Also thanks to Tim Dr Campbell and Amy
Personal Quotes How can you be so skinny and live so phat
Beastie Boys Life is for my own to live my own way -James
Hetfield didnt think experimented.-Wilhelm Roentgen
Major Chemistry
Activities Student Ambassador RHC Resident Assistant American
Chemical Society Vice-president Peer Tutor
Special thanks First would like to thank the members of the lush crew
You know who you are love you girls dont think would have gotten
this far without you And of course my mom you have been my strength
and wouldnit be here without you Love you To Kristen wherever you
are you have been my inspiration Finally would like to thank everyone
met these past four years have had great experience that WILL
remember forever
Personal Quotes You owe me beer Does anyone want any ravio1is
Abbye Adelson Alisa Aguado
Matt Anderson Alicia Andrews
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Nicknames Lis My
Major Biology
Activities SGO Womers tennis SPB Student Ambassador SAAC
Biology Club Womens Cross Country
penal thanks woud ike to extend sincere thanks to my supportive parents and grandparents would also
like to thank my wondettul onnimates Lisa Alicia Corry Melaine acid niy pseudoroommate Extra tot helping
me thinugh these four yeats special thanks to ny pattnet in clime tOIL and coy suiternates Kim Lee
SonAta Katie Mauta and pseudosuitnncate loya also want to thank Dave Laura Jen Wnn Keith JR Janet
3M Shana Becky and Janet tnt all the wondeclul snemntles Thanks to all my professors Coach Mchovein and
lxi inctedibly supportice tennis team Also the warmest thanks to Benny Ins making our dining nopoitence
enjoyable moat 55 thank evesyone else who has touched ny ito at Beavei College Last but not least thanks
to all of my Itiends cow home May all nI oat licendships hedmI
Ptrsnnal Quote am rejoicing in the discovety that my spnint ha not he ocnntlne ly broken by coy long
thicipline as an anonymono portion ot gina trnachi .e y0t 01 the tragmenis ol my shattered anue do
lunotionainen am piecing together coy real sell This Occupation is amusing and eddying Walter Betty
Nickname Becky
Major Psychology
SFo.ctiI think First atid tniremn.l s%iruld It ke lii thank my pa ritits for their
CiifltirtUsiUs Li ppiirt hrsihighnitil nov life it seas girl Isrr heir hard ossrrk and
clt.cl tnjdltiril tirsoard my gissI dci hit think isitit Id grid state tha irks dirni and 1ad
situid also like to send my gratitude tot Ito lIst ocr inlIcgc tacu lv sshsr have
encsruntered .Atte transferring from argo scitsisti the sine sin irne attefltiirtt in
acadenhich and tile ir
erpecid lv apprecia lcd .gIair ha nk nvx previous roommates and
.11 tIc niatcia for ma king dirrni tile cti1irvahle Fitiailv thank all the great friends whir
Iiivi
.tt ppir rted nie hrirugh thick and thin win Ii bringi rig miIe lii nov lice the cml Ire
m.d lit insI Milititi Kristen Beth nil hrist ihank hiT everything atid for
mskt rig nl t.etltsrr ear an unmorgettahie iii r1
Pcrsrtial Quote he pact but the beginning sd beginning arid all hat is 1stid hac
been is hut the tivilight sri dasvtt I- .G Wells
Jeanmarie Andrews Jodie Appel
Lisa Aranyos
Lisa Lee-lee
Rebecca Aukamp
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Nickname Jane/lie
Major Psychobiology
Activities Class President Secretary PsiChi SGO Orientation Leader
Special Thanks Thanks to family for all of heir love and support To all of ms
sulties Va II saved nw and owe va for that Ill miss vil Dr Angela have faith
you will get in you too Jess My girls BA MC and IA have had the best year
ever LA- thanks for all the tun at Senior Frogs and Iat tv Us Ill never torgst it
Becky- thanks or all viu support and memories \lsli me-it will always work
better with ust Us two Ill miss you Jess- you have been the best roommate Ill
miss you all thanks for all the wonderful nemories
Personal quotes Some of the most rewarding and beautiful moments of
friendship happen in the unforeseen open places between planned act vi ties It is
Important that you allow these spaces to es its
Angela Bey Quetta Blackman
Carrie Bocci Janet Boyce
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Nicknames Moe MB
Major Chemistry
Activities BAS ACS Latino Mentoring SLC.RHC OL Whois Who
Special thanks God for out only allowing my graduation but my existence My family esp Mom
Dad Graodmorn and Uncle Wise for all the love and support throughoul my life lone you Tyshee
for not allowing me lx forget why was here for teaching about relationships aod love love
you always Aogela Dr Loury and Dr Garcia for aiding in my change of atlitude and for helping
me realize my role as black Beaver College student Zynkeya for being great bestfriend and
roommate Weve been through so much and both have grown tremendously Remember those
hikes to Kistlersmile you better KIT Love ya Rubi for being great friend since 5th grade First
Coowell then Central now Beaver seems like cant get rid of you its only right to SIT love
yal Remi for being my favorite Ba and great friend whom looked up to my freshman year Dont
know how lid turn out if you werent my 1st Ra love yal KIT Smokey Brooke Feqah Soappa
Gene Sleph Skeere 666 HDD miss you 11.1 Omar werre still friends despite what you sayl
Personal Quote For seal sis
Maisha Thembi Brown David Bruno
Major Healthcare Administration
Activities Orientation Leader ACHE Vice President President of
Class 1997-1998
Special Thanks Bob Kieserman for getting me to the next level My
parents for always being supportive Delta B- you have to give
thanks and special thanks to everyone who made my college years
unforgettable
Personal Quote If you want something done right you are going to
have to do it yourself
Carlotta Bulls Toni Burdick
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Special Thanks Id like to thank my mom dad and four of my siblings Tara
Marta Donna and Jeff for understanding my hectic schedule great big thanks
to Patrick for traversing 092 miles to Beaver College to finish our degrees We
did it Thanks to my best friends Angela Dan and Kathleen for accepting the
fact that had to leave Cali to pursue my education very special thanks to
T.J for without his continuous love and understanding would never have
made it through soy senior year love all of you
Personal Quote There are only two things in life one must do Die and pay taxes
The rest is optional
Kelly Byrne- Forster Corrie Ann Calderon
Nicknames isissyf and imommyl
Major Psychology
Activities Biology Club
Jane Calvani Gretchen Campbell
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Robert Caucci
Major Health Administration
Activities Basketball Baseball SAAC Student Leadership Council
Special thanks First would like to thank the members of the lush crew You know who you are love
you girlo door think would have gotten this far withoot you And of course my mom you have been
my strength and wouldnir be here without you love you To KrisrenSpecial Thanks would like to
thank my family for making roe the person that aos today Mom Dad and el- yno guys are the best
love you To all of the guys in room 407- ills keen interesting and unforgettable Fete and Ray- wesoe come
lung way since that first night freshman year and we made it Thanks for the memories PLUGS To
the squirrels you are all rare breeds Thanks for your craziness itis contagious From basketball to baseball
ills been fun therm Good luck Miami Hito sm shaking in my kootsi To coach Exeter Mooney and
Holland and all of my teammates over the years thank you for everything Last but not feast DESIREA
You are the most incredible person have ever met Youive opened me up and allowed me to see things
in totally different fight Thank you lone you
Personal Quote Just when you think you know the answer change the question.- Rowdy Rode Piper
wherever you are you have been my inspiration Finally would like to thank eoeryone Imet these past
four years have had great experience that will remember forever
Pertonal Quotes You owe roe beet Does anyone want any raviohis
Melanie Can las Elizabeth Carfioli
Stephen Chase
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Special Thanks would like to thank Jesus for abundant life my
parents for their encouragement support money and most of alt love
my future husband T.J. for his graciousness gentleness romance and
most of all love love you my stud muffin
quote He has showed you man what is good And what does the
Lord require of you To act justly and to love mercy and to walk
humbly with your God.i Micah 68 Lord you are worthy of honor
Nicknames Angry Afro
Major Video Communications
Activities Honors Society BAS Study Abroad in Australia
Special thanks To my Lord and personal savior Jesus Christ big
shout out to my Mom and Dad for their never-ending support Special
shout out to Rob and Marty for always looking out for Ibrotheri
Personal Quote Dont talk about it Be about it Dont sing it Bring
it You make living by what you get You make life by what you
give
Robin Clow
Major English minor Theater
Activities Choir Theater productions
Stephen Clark
Jessica Chybinski Mary Christman
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John Cryan
Nicknames Johnny JROC
Major Health Administration/ Minor Economics
Activities Class Office RHC SADD SPB SGO Student Leadership
Council
Be happy while you are living for you are along time dead Scottish Proverb Kevin.K.Dawg Thanks
for always keeping me sane Good luck in intramural Ill see you in May 2000 when you finally graduate
.JonG-Money- Brothers Soot Shake Hands Brothers gotta hog years and far too many good times
to list whenever you got got your back Garelh Finally someone else who is always ready to drink
Who could forget citron lemonade the phone game and London Preview Welcome to Miami iHow
Can You Be So Skinny and Live So PHat- Beastie Boys Brandr.Thanks for always being there for me
dont want to miss thing Angie-Thaoks for always listening Ill save you seat at graduation
So wheo are we going out To all the Dilworth Boys and the guys from 206 Knight thanks for all the
memories SB ND it 10 1W SH DEJR DII Joe Rod aod all the other old heads good looking
out To everyone else Peace Love and Laughter
Personal Quotes Bow Shall Finish The Game Young Guns These are memories Peoplet Cant
Hardly Wait UNITY
John Cole Craig Coulter
Barbara Crittendon
Nickname Custer
Major Early Childhood Elementary Education
Activities Field Hockey Lacrosse SGO Orientation Leader OPEC
Senior Class Challenge Co- Chair
SpeciI Thanks Morn nd Dad Dont ever think that dont recognize appreciate att ot the endtess
sactifices you hay made for ne You have allowed me to do all have done and succeed ic eveiythtnq
have- love you very much Michael Kathleen Jeanne- you have given roe so viavy memories which wi
carry with me forever love you guys Kate- you almost diioe me crazy 11-2-3-4 for qol liuk los-
you like sister Roommates Like Christmas lights ti one goes out they all qo out Dci- eat ioIi-Iy
the mod court you oeoer know whos watching icon Its lust fight- dont break up Eriri- sometimes
when am alone like tu relate to myself Mickelle- lake your coat off stay awhile Tara- Ynute my filth
roommate Guys nent door- Hi neighbors Mutt we can heat you Guys upstairs- stop bouncing that ball
Soccer guys- N.E Philly Nick- too will always retnemher out first talk thank you lot keing huge part
of my college enpetience OPEC Oglhank you for my ft-day parry All of you have made me what am today
lone you all
Personal Quote ike fututehelongs to those who believe in he beauty of their dreams.- Eleanor Roosevelt
Leigh Daly
Nicknames Bumps Leigh Leigh
Major English
Activities SADD Literacy Corps Orientation Leader Yearbook staff
editor WBVR RA
.-iiui In dons- Miiria trowas you are one ol 1kv best things that rave lound at Beaver Thank you For all the
at tiws and he many vole to cOme You are an iospoativn to me lone you To all my girls noes the past
years and naoe Mast thank you or thy great ltievdships and hall cowosunity Oils CXPCIiCOCCS ale ones that will
never losges y0 Katy and the stalls thank you lot being so suppor tiucasi los being such an awesome tamily
To Bakes ihasih you los all the good times and los being able to got over cvstaiv things and move on to gseat
lsiesidsliip- one you lot To Bobby Ilillea los all the laughter To Beth thank you los being yousselt you as
unigse pessono sth big beast sieus 5t0h -sbasiv that with people lone yost To Daue and Jay thank you lot
changing the nay own thissys lone you both very nook Late night chats and Sunday eight dinners are all need
to say To Heather and moVies oiy pseudo comics- thanks tos all the late right laughter Jimi trunks Ins all the
long ph onevono essations and Ia revises you are the best Isreod never imagined basing Also Milles special
thasik you Icr being the best lsieod that always new nas nut these We as so macli atikv it is scary wsll neon
losget all the meviosies and sh viavy more to tome yo5 ase the bert love you TONS Lastly to my laniity never
imagined that aIres all these yvass wuuld actually reach my stan But have Thank you Ins all your support love
asid sacrifices
Personal Sooty Neues do today what you cars put off till tomossow 0kv weds sleep Well your never gonna get
It BNL
Jennifer Custer
Jessica Danridge Ruth DIAnjoh
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Special thanks Thank you To my Mom Dad and Sister Cheri for
sticking by me these long and trying years This has been long and hard
road traveled But feet we are all stronger from it Thank you Nanny for
all your love and support Finally would like to thank my Fiancee
Rebecca without her endless love and support dont think could have
accomplished all this
Personal Quotes wouLd have been here sooner if had the right
directions..
David Davidson
Nicknames Dizzy Dimbles
Major Biology/ Pre- PA
David Davis
Catherine Dean Dempsey
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Joseph Devitt Gina DiBiase
Wayne Diggs Corey Dilella
84
Major Print Communications/minor history
Spcc.i thanks share this significant moment with my family who has shared my journey
Thar Joanne my Earth Mother Your insight wisdom love and capacity to give make
you my hero and best friend David you push the cart and provide the funds also insight
laughter and smiLes Nan and Auntie the only Saints know Thank you for your loving
support Jessica soul-sister and role model your strength courage and Faith keep you going
whets others fall- youre an inspiration Katelyn my cousin-friend-sister-confidante Annie
and Hanna we share our memories blood and souls Soniash soul-sister always and Olia
Baum and Iilya- my Runsian family Sis sandy Anna Bibi Violet Achitle and Aunt Edith
always in my heart Johanna Uncle Martin and Kyle my Boston family And in memory of Aunt
Pat the perfect woman- whose strength courage classiness laughter and passion for like lit
rip the lives of those around her Dr Landman whose grace and spirit like the Castle are the
heart of this College Dr Huber Dr Haywood Dr Isaacs Dr Holderman ad Lane you changed
the way see the world and therefore accomplish the goals of education
Nickname Ken KENNETH Jack Austin Patrick Drex
Major Scientific Illustration Theater Arts
Activities The Tunnel Beaver College Little Theater VP of SAA
SADD Chairman for Senior class challenge Student Ambassador
Special thanks give thanks to Jesus Christ to my family to my friends CC TG Cp
IoSBKHRGDLSMCBLLMRKGMSTB and my hallmates of 1st Dilworth
JGJCEMMASCMTJRDHmy acting crew JP KAMMAKSRJA.JRLK dedicate
thistlegree and years of hard work to my mother whose spirit guides and encourages
To my Father without your love and nurturing would not be the person am
tudayl love you atl
Personal Quotes Chocolate or strawberryEnjoy the rainbow dont wait for the
pot of Gold You can tell how well you live your life by the stench of your socks
You must shut your eyes in order to oee
Rosemary Duffy
Major Early Childhood/ Elementary Education
Activities Orientation Leader Student Ambassador
SADDRHCBASEM SEA Neuman club
Special thanks would like to thank my mother and father for always being
there for me when need them the most Also thanks to my three brothers
who continue to encourage me along the way For the rest of my family
thanks for always standing by me and helping me through Thanks to the
three people who helped me in my transfer Kevin Crystal and TJ would
also like to thank everyone who helped me in what thought could not
accomplish Thanks for the good times and hope that they continue
Personal quote Dont forget your dreams Make sure you fulfill them the
best you can
Sara DiVello Janella Dobbs
Personal Quote Treasure the past took forward to the future and celebrate each day
Kenneth Drew
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rL_ -as
Derrick Douglass Tricia Easterday
Mary Epps Michelle Essicks
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Major Sociology
Activities Secretary of Society for Castle Restoration
Speciat thanks sincere thanks to my family without your love and support
coflege would have only have been dream To old friends thanks for always
being there these past four years Even when we couldnt be together you were
always in my heart To new friends am so thankful for the opportunity to
have you in my life You have been part of my good times and bad and
helped me become the person am today To Don Thank you for pushing me
to achieve my goals and not giving up when times were tough
Personal Quotes Ice cream tuvas gonna come an break it down No bird
soars too high if he soars with his own wings
Kimberly Fahie Alicia Fanelli
Kathy Fantini Lisa Fantini
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Major Psychology
Activities Psi Chi
Special thanks to my mom dad moLly and sean for your everlasting
support and encouragement To those who mattered thanks for the
laughs To those who didnt thanks for the laughs
Personal Quote And must be what must be and face tomorrow
Paul Simon
Nicknames P-Nut
Major Sociology-Human Services
Activities RA RHC ALLY dating violence awareness group
Special thanks Mom Dad and Max you have been constant source of strength and fove
Thanks for always believing in me Sal and Bren- my ibest peoplel Thanks for putting up
with me all thesp years just knowing you two will always be there for me makes my tife
brighter Dr Peters and Church thanks for constant challenges and endless suppLy of
encouragement Special thanks to all roy friends for lot of great memories And hopefully
adventures in the future Kris Kathy and Meg- Ritas And lunches and walks with
Gretchen DT girls Katy Melissa Leigh castle 201 parachute men Becca and Dave- never
forget my B.day Cat and Brent- my uno groupies dance class with Ken sneaking out with
Heather Mike Thomas Cookie Tire and the Animals Patty Rosemary Colleen Marisa
Matt and Chris Hillman Sondra Jon C.- couldnt have made It without all the hugs
Golnar-Youve helped me to be stronger person SMILE
Personal Quote Laugh your way through life
Major History
Activities Baseball Bio Club Model UN Neumann
Special thanks First would like to thank my family would also like to thank Pete
Ray Phil Bobby Derek Stan Mike Jimi Zach Corey Mike Bobbie Chris
Dan and everyone else that played with over the last four years would also like
to thank everyone else that have known over the last four years who have made
my time here great including Kendra Jesse Cat Colleen Bobby K. Kathy Mandy
Jen Shannon Leah Tricia Beth Kelly Angie Weist Sammon Eric Matt katie
Kate Patrick Adam Gretchen Rosemary Melissa Sara Sarah Gilbert Hiller Jon
Kevin Martha Tom Amber Nicki Megan Britney Herman Jamie Carlos Jake Ray
Becky Leigh Marcus Chris Christy Aaron Anna Lucinio Darrell Jack Chris
Scott Dr Haywood Dr Abernathey Professor Pearle Professor Flemming Yvonne
Maria Chris Patty and everyone else who belongs here You know who you are
Sorry if missed you
Major Early childhood/Elementary Education
Special Thanks Thank you mom and dad for all you have done and given me Ray
couldnt ask for better big brother thanks for looking out for me John thanks
for always being there for me being supportive and making me smile Colleen you
are beot friend You have endured many unexplainable bumps and bruised
together Meg you are great friend remember the Tiki bar in the afternoon and
the ocean drive at night the five spot-be careful getting Out of cars To all my
suitemates thanks for putting up with my early nights and early rises remember
our nail polishing sessions Good luck to all of he class of 1999
Personal Quote There is no more beautiful life then that of student The man
who graduates today and stops learning tomorrow is uneducated the day after
Julie Farrell Lisa Fiorenza
Eric Foley Elaine Forcina
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Hope Fox Edward Fnj
James Fyke Cheryl Gardner
Michelle Gasiorowski Allyson Georgio
Keesha Gilmore Katrina Girone
hTH
Nicknames Jenn tall skinny one
Major Psychology
Activities Tennis
Special Thanks To my mom and dad for helping me through college and for sending all
those packages...to Won-boy think theres crack in you thanks for all the wonderful
times for making me laugh even when didnit want to...to Jamie Ill miss your honking
and trumpeting thanks for all the laughs and for letting me hide in your room that one
year...to my multitude of roommates- JLBCHJJ thanks for all the good times to Im
sorry for what happened between us...to my 1st east boys you guys are nasty but youve
always made me laugh dont know why everyone complained And to my tennis girls
never forget that big girls rule and that breaking gates can get you in big trouble
Personal Quote Its only with the heart that one can see rightly what is essential is
invisible to the eye Antoine De Saint- Exupery
Jonathan Greskiewicz
Nicknames Jon C-Money Ponny-C Gres King Beaver Madison
Major Corporate Communications
Activities SCO Study Abroad-Scotland OPEC 3am hackey sac 01 Class Officer
Summer Ra Peer Mentor Pretzels RHC SADD Student Ambassador SAA The Log
Martial Arts Instructor baseball cross countrs movie quoting and MR Beaver 1997
Special Thanks Kenneth thanks for one of the strongest friendships have You are an
inspiration to alt of us and living success story...Dawg whatever happened to that quiet kid
have no words bro- you are the hardest working best example of rule model....Stinky thanks
to my favorite teammate- remember no inure than five miles away....Joe thanks for throwing
rocks and always backing me upon funky hat night...Meqs Id never take it back....Nick thanks
for showing me the way brother...G thirty-five cents is by the phone....J-roc after four years
whats nut to thank you fur-from heating about my brothers son to being my brother got your
back..Garlic- one dressed in purple my best friend- there are no words to thank you laos always
here for you boo.To ny family at home thanks for all the love support and friendshtp....Tu the
Dif worth Guys and my family here thanks for making it so tough to leave..
Personal Quote That which does not kill us makes us stronger It cant rain all the time
To the world you might just be somebody but to somebody you might just be the world
Jennifer Good Sonja Gram berg
Megan Grant
Nicknames
Major Communications
Special thanks Dad- have been doing what feel in my heart is right and what would make
you proud never would have survived college without your love and support Il become
hall the husband father and man that you were wilt consider myself success miss you
and love you Mom- Thank you for believing in me know being my mother wasnt an easy
task but at least it wasnt boring Thank you for the relentless support and encouragement
love you David Kelley and Harper- thanks for the letters and cards It was nice to get something
in the mail besides billsl lone you oIl Jam AA Bip JC Owens Trott NP 35 MI Nate 38
Atiba and anybody else forgot you are like family... Keep it reall
Personal Quote Regrets-I have trad few hut then again too few to mention did what had
to do and saw it through without eoeorptnnn planned each chartered course each careful
step along the hi-way and more much more than this did it my way Frank Sinatra
Nickname goofer stoofer
Major Health Admin/ Business
Activities WomanIs Soccer Assistant Coach Soccer SADD RHC
ACHE VP
Special thanks to mom and dad for their love and support through the years
along the with Jennifer Craig Grandpa Jack IZZY To my best friend and love of
my life Eric will love you forever you are my support and my life To Amy
Heinlein life is filled with bumps you will learn how to maneuver them later on
remember that you are beautiful person inside and out
Personal quotes Remember there are angles everywhere Perseverance is not
long race it is many short races one after another Watter Elliott
Diasuke Hayashi
Gareth Groves Marcie Gruber
Laura Harris
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Krisitn Haskins
Major Theater Arts and English/ Sec Ed
Activies 01 OPEC SCO Theater productions Writing Center
America reads Challenge
Special thanks First and foremost thanks to God for all his blessings
CT TSLR.JL and Katie-castle 201 thank you for great year love
you aLt David and Clista thanks for both of your guidance and
support love you
Personal Quote Nothing you face is too big for God to handle and He
will not over look your tiniest need.- Roy Lessin
MMajor Psychology Sociology minor
Special thanks would like to thank my mom my dad Charlie Missy and Scott for
all the love and support you have given me- MOM could never have done it without
youi To all of my friends its been great four years thanks especially to Sherri Amy
Stephanie W. Liz and Stephanie It for all of the great times memories and
friendships will never forget you or the Tiki lounge to the guys in 407 what would
have done without you you have definitely made the past fours years interesting
but great To my little man Cody thanks for always putting smile on my face
love you To Matt- Youll be forever in my heart its been great three years and
would have never made it through without you
Personal quotes Making friend takes moment but being friend takes lifetime
KIT 610 277-7991
Dyani Hugo
Major Metal Smithing and Jewelry design
Acitivities Society for Castle restoration International Club Beaver
international Friendship program
Special thanks Mom and Dad- love you Thank you for all your love and support
that has gotten me where am today You have helped me reach out after all of my
dreams To my one and only sister Chailali AKA barbel thank you for all the late
night phone calls and your scribbling mad love Karen thank you for your love and
friendship Kathleen heres to Scotland and everything weve learned about
ourselves and the world Steph heres to metals thesis and the studio To my friend
and roommates Julie Martha Genn Alicia Gretchen and Heather youve all made
it memorable
Personal Quote The finest and most significant conversations of my life were
anonymous Jung
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Courtney Heinlein
Rosaura Hernandez
Major Psychology
Activities Resident Assistant Residence Hall Council
Special Thanks To my parents who have always supported me no
matter what would also like to thank those Ilks that helped me
through this year
Ingram Rosetta Jackson
Karen James Elsie Jones
Personal Quotes Be yourself be happy no matter what good luck
class of 1999
NicknamesJess
Major Psychology
Activities SADD
Special thanks To mom and dad for all the sacrifices youve made for
me to get good education Thanks to my family for alt the support
and
encouragement over the past four years could have never done
it without you Thanks to Kelly Jen and Cindy for all the great
friendships and for always being there for me Always keep in touch
Thanks for the memories and fun times
Personal Quotes Dont be afraid of the space between dreams and
reality If you can dream it you can make it so.- Belva Davis
Margaret Jones
Bradley Kahn
Heather Kauffman Jessica Kemp
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Catherine Kirschner
Akiko Kiyosawa
Marissa Kitsock
Michael Kligerman
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Caroline Kopczensk
Kremenents
tIN
Marjorie Krauss
Elizabeth Krumpholz
97
Amanda Kutz Cynthia Lange
Martha LaTournas Yub Lee
98
Leanne Lenker Andrew Lerman
Pul-Wan Leung DianeB Levitt
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Nicknames Jackie
Major Psychology
Activities Student Government Organization Senator and Cabinet
memberChair of public relations committee Student Ambassador
Orientation leader Senior Class Challenge Chair
Special thanks To my roommates Lxii will expect case of cainna Christine see pa at our reception
in the castle Tara your advice has helped through the years Kristin keep up your poem wriring Katie
youre resident to me Baby Jon thank you love you aod always will feels olce doesoir it Hike
hig brother thanks for everything Chris lance Kenio Michael and Gary its been furs Good luck
Jane Karen 3. iess G.- thanks for listening tome Most importantly mom dad bad Jamie thanks for
your suppnrr and fairh in me have grown closer to you throughout college and realized that insiead
of parents and sister you ate my best friends whom love and can rrusr couldnt have made it this
far without you Nana you have been and always will be my inspiration lone you
personal guotes twill remember you will you remember me Dont let your life pass you by weep not
for the memories.- Sarah McLachlan
Nicknames Becca Poohbear peanut and sweetpea
Major Graphic Designs
Special Thanks To my mom and dad for always believing in me and supporting me will
whatever do to my brother Eric for continuing to be someone can confide in II
grandma Marie grandpa Ed and grandma Sylvia for being the best grandparents uttiB
world To my fiancee David for completing my life and brightening my future am
to the rest of my family and friends....l love you all Thanks for the memories ma
and the test yet to come
persona quotes When your dreams forsake you and you know you cant make
alone Well lift up our voices in harmony friendship has sound all its swn
the Heights
Debra Pressley-Lewis Lewis
Jaclyn Marie Libonate Rebecca Lieberman
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Katherine Loch Paula Longo
Bonny Lynch
01
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Nicknames Mac
Major
Activities Baseball
Special thanks wouhi first ke to thank my pareots tor giving me the ove and support to help
me get thtough these four years here at Beaver College hope can fulfill alt of your eupectattons
Thanks to my roommates Bob too good for room 407 Caucci Pete tons of fun lots of laughs
Terry Phil Im too seny Maurucci 3SOtbs Sean the human Hornet Simpson Summon Brian
Free-balting Weist and Eric The phantom Tzarckzak however you spell that damn name You
guys made out senior yeas worth wasting mr Thanks to my teammates couldot finish my career
with better group of guys Thanks tn Coach Exeter who single-handedly turned the baseball
program around and made it worth playing for Im happy to say ended my career with the best
coach ever played for not many can say the same And special thanks to Jacquie who happily
met sophomore year who am still happily with and who hope to live happily ever after with
We had some hard times but we osanaged to minimize problems and maximize feelings Jacquie
Elephant juicel Thanks to the Ferland family who am closer with than some of my relatives
hope to one day return the favors you haoe provided
Nicknames Nellie Nette
Major Theater Arts
Personal Quotes Sanity is the playground for the unimaginative if
you shoot for the moon you might just land on star
Special Thanks To all my friends who shared the college experience
with me Weve been through lot these past four years- thanks for
making the trip so much fun To my parents thanks you for
everything couldnt have done this without you
Ray Mack Annette Mann
Frank Markley Christine Martynowski
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Nicknames Son Sam sandra
Major Biology pre PT
Activities OL Tour Guide Math Tutor SGO Judiciary Board
RHCSPB Beaver Blitz planning committee Senior class Challenge
Beaver College Theater Landmarks Advisory Board
Special thanks To my dear friends HP SH MH LP TB JR..JP.CK thank you for our hilarious
memories sharing countless smiles our endless laughs and always being there for me will
forever cherish our friendships In the must wonderful men in my life KDJRDLBEJG.BM.JS JC
KH.MA DB.TG thank von guys for the many laughs and life long memories To roy swans CV
LI. TR LA MR KG MC thanks for all the adventures late night talks laughs and for being
outrageously special suitemales My life will never remain the same Thank you to the Orientation
team and the Admissions staff for four years of endless memories To my sister Molly everyday
weve grown closer not only as sisters but as friends Mom and Dad thank you both for your love
support and encouragement lhroughuut my college years All of you will always bold very
special place in my heart and thank you all for making my years here at Beaver forever memorable
Sheri McCaffery Thomas McCarty
Sondra McDaniel Tanisha McDonald
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Nicknames Tori Princess
Major Biology Pre Physical therapy
Activities Student Government Cabinet Member Judicial Board
Orientation Leader Food Service Committee Biology club RHC
Special Thanks- Thanks to all my friends-Shan-my sweetheart- Brian- you know what
am thinking Lisa- partner in crime JR.- partner in everything else Janet- appendix
saver Jen- Ill pick you up soon P.S..- my-roomate and sister soul Dont forget castle
living and P.C beach Phil and Shane thanks for lending that listening male ear 3G
3.C BIt K.D Graze.Prego heres to good times moody times and random dance
parties
personal quotes So smart and yet so notl If you cant remember it it didnt happen
you know do da doot da do
Jason McLead Jigar Mehta
Carrie Miller Tori Robin Miller
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Nicknames Short Phat Kid
Major Health Administration
Activities Coordinator of Special events for SPB WBVR Student
Ambassador Orientation Leader Peer Mentor SADD VP for
American College of Healthcare
Special thanks would like to thank my parents who have believed and supported
me Also to my brother who has been great help Thank you love you Also thanks
to my roommates Matt Mike Ken John Jon Kevin Shawn and Jeremy Without
them would have gone crazy or would have done nothing Also thank you to Marcie
who has been there for the past years Thanks to everyone for believing and being
such good friends Good luck to all of you
Personal quote Fat drunk and stupid is no way to go through life on1y college
Special thanks would like to give special thanks to mom and dad for
sacrifices they have made on my behalf and for providing me with
motivation to succeed To the TIKI girls Sherrie Courtney Steph
Steph and Liz thank you for your special friendships support
corruption and laughter To the guys of knight 407 thanks for making
life little more interesting and amusing special thanks to Becky for her
love and special friendship
Personal quotes the solution to the problem of identity is get lost If
the glass is half full then it couldnt be mine if the glass is half empty that
one would be mine
Tim ika Mills Dana Ming
Eric Mongrain Amy Leigh Moore
Major Health Administration
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Musket
logy Pre-PT
SCO AIBSIVCF EEC Tutor Athletic Trainer
thanks would like to thank my roommates Chris Nate Chris Dan Shaun
and Archie for great year want to thank Jen and Kristin for always being
for me during one of my hate the world speeches want to thank the
Beaver Community for all of their support throughout my four year journey
thanks goes out to Chris Weitmer my roommate for all the great times and
did over the years
Quote have been to Hell and back was Beaver Biology major Is Boyer
spen
Stephanie Moore Karen Murphy
Matthew Musket Hidefumi Muto
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Nicknames Katie
Major Psychology
Activities Swimming
Special Thanks want to thank my mom and dad for all of their love and support For allot
sacrifices they have made so could have great education and for everything else they have gli
me It means the world to me love you both Liz- my cousin my wumie my best friend yes
the best In all the great times we had and will have love you thanks for always being therel
listening to me To Dave for all your support help and love and for always being there To all
close friends at Beaver and the lush crew- we had such fun Lets keep having it love you all
everyone on the swim team- Lvii Jen Kevin Michael Chanio Katie Josh my favorite freshmani
everyone it was blast and you guys art the yreatest To Judy Haughton my coach and friend fore
years Thank you from the bottom ol ivy heart for all that you have given me you arent justacot
you are friend and tote model Senior Class- Good luck to everyone
Personal Quote- It lear is the only reason you wont do something then that should be rea500i
you should do it
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Holly Neibauer Laura Nicholson
Danielle Nicklous Catherine Nolan
cknames Remi
jor Fine arts/ pre-Art Therapy
Activities SCO RA Black Awareness Society Latino Association
ASIA GIFTS Gospel Choir
Spe ciat Thanks First and foremost would like to thank God for giving me strength horn day 10
üy would also like to thank my mother who has been an inspiration to me and who has always
btheoed in me We did tl Thank you BK for being my one and only sister through thick and
thin love you Many thanks also goes Out to friends and family who have and will continue
lobe with me for years to come
Personal auotes Life is pure adventure and he sooner you realize that the quicker we will be
thle to treat life as art to bring alt our energies to each encounter to remain flexible enough
notice and admit when what we expected to happen did not happen we need to remember
bt we are created creative and can invent new scenarios as frequently as they are needed
Maya Anqelou
Rubi Pacheco
Major Business Administration
Activities CO- founder officer of Latino Association Black Awareness
Society OL GIFTS Mentor
Special Thanks Gracias por su poyo mami papi chulin nana
anqela anna maria elle resto de mi familia To my friends Rosaura
Mrko-PR when Maisha Remi Valencia Jamie Stacie and Dana-
thanks for the good times
Personal Quote Siempre Pa lante
Kathleen OConnor Jamie OGrady
Remilekun Ojumu
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Nicknames Toki
Eai
Malor BioIoy- Pre PT
Activities-Vouleyball Swimming Softball SAA Student Athletic Special th
Advisory Committee
and alway
Steph
Special Thanks Thanks to my friends who have made each one of these for their sr
four years the best they could be keeping th
touch 21
Personal
something
Miriam Parker Jennifer Patoki
Kristen Pensabene Ganj Petner
10
Special thanks to my mom and dad Suzie and David for believing in me
and always encouraging me to do my best thanks to Courtney Amy
Steph Liz and Steph for sharing all the good and Crazy times and
for their special friendships Thanks to the guys of knight 407 for always
keeping things interesting at beaver Good luck to everyone and keep in
touch 215 745-9533 Gavin love you
Personal Quotes No one can do everything but everyone can do
something If dont remember it it didnt happen
Sherrie Pierce
Major Early Childhood Elementary Education
of these
Pisano
Jodie Pitt Marquitta Sandle-Pratt
Major Theater Arts English/ line arts minor
Activities Society for castle restoration the tower study abroad-
England plays and the tunnel
Special thanks Nine inch nails and David Bowie- Orange
and broken bed sin London- New York-
book Late night chats in first Thomas- visuals in blue lounge- Linus-Holiday Inn/
elevator-se
U2-noel cowatd.England.Franceltaly/passPorts the stone henge that never was- Ireland
the kitchen what night Spaghetti and wine- Sean palling-RENT- crepes- Ross-M.SN
many memories Simply would like In thank my friends
teachers and family for sup
encouragement and love Special thanks to Meg
who has taught me so much Wishes of joy
happiness to all
Personal quotes sent my soul through the invisible Some letters of that after-life to spell
by and by my soul returned to me and answered myself am Heaven and
Hell The Rubaiyat
Omar Khayyaum
Amy Price Bonnie Redding
Del-anie Richardson Joel Roborge
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Iiyna Rodriguez Kelly Rogers
Gina Rojewski Jennifer Rohs
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Major Psychology
Activities Swim Team Student Ambassador Psy Chi
Special Thanks Okay so do you want to hear funny story ..WelI
maybe it is not that funny but Ill tell you anyway just wanted to
thank all those who have endured my stories and have shared times as
my best friend will always remember my roomies in C201 and Macs
when hear the name Theresa Jackie you will always be fifi to me
And to everyone else...thanks...youre cool
personal quote Be happy enjoy life and do cartwheels
Major Early Childhood/ elementary education
Special thanks woud like to thank my family Dad mom Sal Diana john Jessica
Janel and Melissa thank you for all your encouragement and faith in me it was alt
your words ofwisdom that kept me on the right path You are all the special ingredients
that complete the recipe of my life To Cameron Elizabeth thanks for being the
sunshine in my life look forward to watching you grow To Michael thanks for your
love and support you never know what the future holds To Colleen Elaine Maria and
Karen thanks for many special years of friendship To Julie true friendship can
withstand distance would like to make toast to the IlK Bar girls Liz Stephanie
Sherrie Courtney and Amy thanks for all the good times late nights and lots of
laughter You are all unforgettable
Personal quotes Life is an experience to be lived not problem to be solved
Rosemond Lori Rosensweig
Jennifer Rowand Stephanie Rucki
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Carol Rusch Jordan Sahi
Laura Samanns Lisa Sandier
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Nickname megs
Major Mathematics
Activities Swim team OL OPEC SADD RHC SPB Study abroad
Special thanks To OZ and those there who reminded me to be independent open
respectful and passionate You taught me to laugh at myse1 and NO WORR1ES Jim and
Erik for sticking by despite the distance Lisa for intriguing talks over long unches not
tipping the canoe and ritas Kevin and N.J.- Forget about it 205 for the fun and support
Ken for dancing directing Ottos and most importantJy listening SHHH he might hear
you Kris for giving me the travel bug world record and sharing numerous ideals hat have
nothing to do with math Friends and family who gave wisdom love and encouragement
Mom through you have gained strength acceptance survival and determination Dad
youve taught me the importance of hard work and how to listen to music swim deep and
hold my head up high Im proud to be your daughter
Personal Quotes Id rather live as an optimist and be wrong than as pessimist and be
right Albert Einstein
Kevin San gster Alicia Schiosser
Megan Schook Pauline Schultz
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Nicknames Snake scrawny punk
Major Political Science
Activities Model UN Flag football
Special thanks Id like to thank God for heLping me keep my priorities
straight my friends for always carrying me home when need be and
wawa for being open 24 hours day
Personal quotes great lyricist once wrote Dont need nothing but
good time how can resist aint looking for nothin but good
time and it dont get better than this
Major psychology history
Activities peer educator and tutor
Special thanks Over the past years there have been many people who have helped
craft the lens now use to see the world It is with great appreciation that would
like to thank my parents whose constant love and support of my own inner lightlas helped me to burn independently of their own would also like to
say thank
you to Ora Nelson Ruth Lor and the Gleeson and Armstrong families for each in
their own way illuminating the path have traveled on the road to my own self-
discovery Most of all would like to thank my fiancEe Maura who has been my lover
lyteacher and most of all my best friend You have warmed my heart and enriched
my soul
Personal Quote Life is beautiful
Allyson Scott
Nicknames Grimace mama Red Ally BZ
Major English business admin minor
Activities Field Hockey Softball Beaver Christian Fellowship
Writing Center Consultant and Literacy Corps
Special Thanks To those who have come and gone to those Iriends who have altered my idea offriendship for the better to underclassmen who took me under their wings to ny friends at homewho still know hetter than
anyone how to make ore laugh and who mean the world to me to the Iriends
spent spring break with London or Myrtle Beach who made them
trips to remember to those in BCFwho encouraged me in the
way should go to my senior year sports teams who made the last timethe bent to those friends that tested me and were with me at the
very worst to Missy and Maroie
would not have chosen the road that we have taken but am glad its the road weve been downlove you very very much And to God thank you for the questions asked you and the gifts youstill give me even when have turned my back to you That you love me that much.
Personal quotes Some 01 the most rewarding and beautiful moments of friendship happen in the
unforeseen Open places between planned activities tt is important that yus allow these spaces toeoists
Nicknames Liz Lizard
Major Elementary Education
Special thanks would like to thank my family mom and dad Karyn
Robert Patrick Timmy Franny Tina patty love you all and could not
have made it this far without your love and support Also want to thank
the tiki bar girls and friends will always remember the good times we have
shared and the more to come in the future
Personal quotes friend comes in when all the world has gone out
experiences that are shared add to lifes beautiful memory book
Jake Schwartz
Christopher Searle Elizabeth Sees
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Nicknames Kris
Major Mathematics
Activities OL Study Abroad Program-Scotland Peer Mentor
Tower Society for Castle Restoration
Special Thanks To all my friends Kathy thanks los being roy roommate all these years and for
putting up with me Can get you some black curtant t4eqs my math buddy- could not have
made
it without you am glad you had the same enperieoces abroad and have become fellow
traveller explorer Lisa- the infinite memories from the four yeats here Ritas Babies Meg and
Joel- the only survivors fronr freshman year you Iwo are the greatest friends 3amie and Adam-
who only just to know in my final year To my suite mates and most importantly- thaoks to
niy parents for giving me the opportoorties have had in my four years here and thaoks also to
Laura
Personal Quote Travel eoplore learn expand your mind Be more than tourist See more
of the world then the images through view tinderl Be visitor guest in foreign place
Appreciate what you find except the differences become better person because of it me
Major Psychology Pre- PT
Activities Psi Chi Sigma Delta Pi Phi Cappa Phi Writing Center
EEC Tutor
Special thanks They say college is the greatest time of your life After
living with Jenn len Kate MicheLle Erin Ilerte Tara meeting Bob
and hanging with the soccer guys and the squirrels believe it Thanks
mom Dave Shane and jay for getting me here and getting me through
it all Let us never loose sight of the life of dragonfly Love you guys
Personal Quote The pain of Leaving those youve grown to love is the
prelude to understanding yourself and others.-Sherlie McLaine
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Kristen Serina Moran Shenkar
Desirea Simpson Celeste Skipworth
Tara Snyder
Nickname Teera t-bones theresa
Major Early Childhood Elementary Education minor Spanish
Activities SGO OL Beaver Theater BASE Neuman Club Student
Ambassadors America Reads Cigma Delta Pi Study Abroad-Ireland
and Mexico
Special thanks big thanks and hog to my family Financially and emotionally you have
tupported me through it all Matthew it all begins here love you with all my heart Nice shoes
Tomy roomles all can say is that you five are the boldest bunch of theresas ever four yeats gone
some things like good friends never change Commuter Katie you are one of the and will be
fnrevet Loti always gnod for beer and silly never-ending story Jackie where would we be
if you didnt recognize this shirt Christine are you up for an ice cream or fluff party What will
ynu do without my food Kristin you literally have been there through stall thank you Andrea
.y roommate who could understand my messes lilt werent for your drinking abilities would
hive never of met Murplr
Persnnal Quote Life is gift live it like party
Major Biology
Activities Soccer Lacrosse SAA
Sascha Smith Marcus Smurda
Kristen Sock
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Maria Spinelli
Nickname Spinelli
Major Early Childhood/ Elementary Education
Activities Orientation leader OPEC RA Concert Choir
Cheerleading Club
Specia thanks would like to send my appreciation to afl those people who have
made my life at Beaver memorable and successful one Jeff Mastin my Mum and
Dad Megan mouse Cone Tricia Blanche Beth Dani Chrissy Ken
McConnefl the student affairs staff the Ed department the Heinz Knight 97 Ra
staff the commuter assistants OPEC/ OLs 97-98 and last but not least Bella
Personal Quote Faith focus and follow through are the three key words to success.-
Robert Schuller
Debra Sparks Leksancha Sphabmixay
EiLI
Aaron Stallworth
20
Major Psychology
Activities BASE
Special thanks First Id like to thank my parents for believing me and
without which would not have succeeded this far You have seen me
through tough times with love and support love you both Thank you
Jen Jess and Cindy for always listening to me Thank you Tiffany and
Annie for being the best friends that will always remember Thank you
to everybody that made my four years at Beaver College enjoyable and
successful
Personal Quotes Never give up because there is always something new
and exciting around the corner
Kelly Stein metz Sarah Stro lie
Won Sung
/4 WPlh
.4
Jessica Tacey
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Nicknames Spunky Mel
Major Psychology/ Minor Spanish
Activities Orientation Leader Student Coordinator of the Orientation
Planning Executive Committee OPEC SADD SPB SGHC Psi Chi
Resident Assistant
Special thanks To my mom lot being my biggest support system ovet the last lout yeats and lot temiothng
in not to sweat the smatl stuff Meg AIIm and Kate- my wild and ctazy siblings love yas to pieces Leigh-
my best Itiend and one of he people admite most in this watid Thanks lot some ol the most memntable
tltves have no doubt that we will shun- oaoy mute Stephie- my toomatic- who knew getting patted up
as Iteshman would lead to lout yeats ol full aod liiendship Yout drive and deteimination cootiuue to amaze
me To the origioal crew 01 lost west Dlwotth ball community beyond all belief To my osiyinal 2nd west
Chioas and to the SA stall lot giving toe onhdeoce in myself and my abilities Last but out least to Kevin-
you mean mote to me than wonds could evet eaptess Thank you lot being the pivot needed to convince
myself that these is someone in this wottd for me love you
Petsonal Quote What lies behind us and what lies befote us are tiny matters cumpated with what lies witS
us._ Ralph Waldo Enietson
Taylor Debra Tereschuk
Peter Ternj Melissa Thomas
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Nicknames Dirty
Major Biology
Activities WBVR Audio Coordinator for SPB
Special Thanks To my family Thomas Eleanor and Jonathan my assorted
roommates over the years Matt Na Tim ieremy Dave Ken Eric..sure are lot
of them huh Also included in this list is John Jon Kevin and Shawn Thanks
also to my advisor Lauretta Bushar for encouragement support and never endingHELP And finally thanks to all friends not named here you know who you are
Personal Quote Take your hand and put it on hot stove for one minute it feels
like an hour Sit in room with pretty girl for an hour and it feels like minute
Thats relativity -Einstein
Major Early Childhood Elementary Education
Activities Orientation Leader Student Ambassador BASE
Special thanks would like to thank my family for their love and support
To the friends that made my time at Beaver wonderful hope our paths
continue to cross Lori Tara Jackie and Kristin thanks for all the good
times ands for showing me what is means to be real resident Katie Ill
always be your commuter buddy Hap- congrats on graduating the weekend
program with honors will always love you kid
Personal Quotes for bleeps sake Theresa that was bold trues true kid
Special thanksThank you God for giving me the strength to achieve mydreams and for the support of my wonderful family Mom and Dad Thank
you for your unconditional Love and endless
encouragement throughout
my college years and always Love you very much good luck in
whatever you do Thanks for the movies love you Thanks to everyone
for your wonderful support love you all
Personal Quotes Smile Always Shoot for the moon Even if you miss
it you will land among the stars- Les Brown
Michael Thomas Christine Tiley
Tompkins Timea Torok
Major Biology
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Nicknames tealeaf shan
Major Psychology
Activities Resident Hall Council SADD
Special thanks to all my roommates and friends for making these past
four years the best But couldnt have accomplished anything without
the help of my parents and those hold just as dear Thank you
Personal Quotes Your body and mind are the two best instruments you
will ever have Use them to their fullest potential
Major Computer Science
Activities Golf Team
Special thanks Thanks to my mom for everything you have done for me
wouldnt be who lam today without you Thanks to all of my friends who
made the past four years the experience that it was. never dull moment
in room 407ecial Thanks Thanks to my friends who have made each one
of these four years the best they could be
Shanna Tramontin Eric Tysarczyk
Jean Marie Ucci Valaky
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Nickname James
Major Video Communications
Special thanks To my Mom-who taught me to never gwe up on my goals and loving meUflcondtonaIly To Jennre you are beautiful human being and wonderful sister thank youfor everythng To Steve for always being there when needed you To Gram Gramps Thanksfor tovrng me the way you two do Sta- youre my best friend roy inspiration my life thank youforaiways being there tove you To my friends Dana Taime Imothy Rubi RosauraAlicia Donly Ken Dana and Nicole Thank you for ati of the wonderful times and memoriesTo Devitt there are so many things to say but not enough time- you have taught me you neverloose by loving you only nose by hotding hack
Nicknames Staci Stace
Major Corporate Communications
SpeciaL thanks To my mom- who never gave up on me who toyed me unconditfon
ally and who has taught me some of the most important Lessons in Life To Stevefor your understanding To my Gram and Gramps for your support To Jenna forgrowing up to become beautiful and trusting sister To Jamie-for being my bestfriend my laughter and my smite when needed it most- love you To my friends-Dana Taime Tmothy Rubi Rosaura 3.B Alicia Donly Ken Dana Nicote andEverett You guys have always been there for rite You will forever be apart of meBecause of you- am stronger
Jamie Valanja
Terry Valecz
Jamie Vogel Stacie Vogel
Personal Guote You know dream is like river Ever changing as it flows And dreamersJust vessel that roust follow where it goes Ing to learn from whats behind you and never
Personal Quote Some people come into our lives and quickly go Some stay for awhile
knowing whats in store makes each day cvnstant battle Just to stay between the shores-
and leave footprints on our hearts and we are never the same
Garth Eronks
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Nicknames Zoc
MajorPsychology
Activities Black Awareness Society Gospel Choir Member Ra and
Mentor for Gateway/ Act 101 program
Special thanks To my God You are the source of my strength Mom love you-
weve done it again To all my family Thanks for your support and
encouragement Omar thank you for choosing me to love Weve been through
lot but through it all remembered that you loved me and you cared Maisha
you are truly my best friend You were there through all my personality
changes- always listening and taking me no matter what did or said To all
my other friends Peace
Personal quotes Never say Never...
Jess Wagner Timothy Wahi
Zyhkeya Wailer Shyr-Tzan Wang
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Nicknames Planet Doc
Major Biology
Activities RHCSAAC
Special thanks Thanks to my wonderful roommates who have created
everlasting memories Thank you Lisa for everything that you have done
that has let me succeed and to all the athletes who let me be apart of their
teams
Personal Quotes Youre not that stupid Captain Obvious
Nickname Da Bomb Laverne
Major Business admin/French
Activities Orientation Leader Student Ambassador
Special thanks To my parents thank you for all ofyour love and support couldnt
have done it without you To Jamie Angela and Cory- tickle tickle love you To
Becky opposites get along better To my roomatic Melissa weve been through
lot thanks for being such great friend to the girls of the IlK bar Steph Liz
Amy Sherri Courtney this year has been blast- cheers Kate Paris was
unforgettable To Holly Lucha missy Sue and Altysa thanks for being there for
me special thanks to qualitron Inc Bob Jeanmarie and Brian
Personal Quotes Whatever you want to do do it now there are only so many
tomorrows
Janet Ward Anita Washington
Stephanie Weikel Omar Wells
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Nicknames Cone Cor B-cubed Willis
major Fine arts graphic design
activities SAA Society for castle restoration student ambassador
orientation leader
SpeciaL thanks want to thank my family Mom Dad Chris heather Brian and Beth for all
their love and sup also want to thank all the friends lye made at school and all the
people worked with especially he friends closest to me Trice MarLa Danielle Ally Melanie
Leann Ingrid Blanche Holly soy past orientation leader partsers my fellow artists and
graphic designs class Good tuck to all in the future and if we should past and never see each
other again just remember that some of the best times of our lives is when we were college
friends
Personal quotes you never know Cant is four letter word someone invested because
they werent wilting to try
Nickname Meg
Major Art History
Special thanks would like to thank my parents who support me uncondi
tionally Shana no one could ask for better sister you are my friend and
source of inspiration Joel there are not enough words or space here to say
all that needs to be said And for the rest of you you know who you are
You make me who am Thank you
Personal Quotes This thy hour soul thy freeflight into the wordless
Away from brooks away from art the day erased the Lesson done.- Walt
Whitman
Angela White Roshida White
Corinne Whitman Megan Whitman
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Nicknames Jen
Major Early childhood Elementary Education
Activities Community Service Supervisor America Reads Tutor for
America reads Work study
Special thanks Thank you to my parents and sister who without their support never woutd
have made it this far Also thank you to the rest of my family for always helping me when
needed them Thanks to my hest friend Beth who has been my rock for the past five years
Cindy thanks for heiog great roommate- finally- and for being being great friend Amy
thanks for always listening to me mhen needed you- you are wonderful friend less and Kelty
thanks for listening to me complain and offering great advice Lori thanks for always making
me smile and never forget our crazy road trips Without you guys would have never made
it past freshman year You re the best
Personal Quotes Life is what is happening to you while youre husy making plans- John
Lenooo
Suryani Widodo Jacqueline Williams
Jennifer Williams Jamie Witherup
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Tammy Wolf
John Zbyszinski
Farah Yuengling
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In Loving Memoiy
Herman Redic
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Special thanks
would like to give special thanks to all of those people
who supported me to the very end of this You all know
who you are You never doubted me even when doubted
myself and thank you for that Thanks to all of those
students who contributed pictures Extra Special thanks to
Rylan Ernest Kristin Daly and Heather Miller for their
hands on help with the book Jeff Ewing and Brian
Watkins- thank you both for second chances To the class
of 1999 thanks for all the memories Good Luck in the
Future
will remember you Will you remember meDont let your
life pass you by Weep not for the memories Remember the
good times that we had let them slip away from us when
things got bad Im so tired but cant sleep Standin on the
edge of something much too deep Its funny how we feel so
much but we cannot say word We are screaming inside
but we cant be heard And will remember you Will you
remember me Dont let your life pass you by Weep not for
the memories
-Sarah McLaughlin
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Happy 100th Birthday
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